ABSTRACT 'H NMR spectroscopy has been used to measure the proximal histidyl labile ring proton (NH) rates of exchange with bulk solvent in the individual subunits of hemoglobin (Hb) A. These protons displayed a substantial decrease in their exchange rates in comparison with related monomeric proteins and exhibited sensitivity to the quarternary state. With the ,B subunit NH, the exchange behavior was similar to an allosterically responsive subset of protons, which have been identified using 'H-3H methods (Englander, J. J., R. Rogero, and S. W. Englander, 1983, J. Mol. Biol. 169:325-344). Assuming similar exchange mechanisms for the two subunits, the NMR data suggested a more flexible a than , subunit in Hb A.
INTRODUCTION different exchange rates (6-12). Each of the five sensitive
Even the highest resolution x-ray structures of hemoglobn subsets, consisting of 4 to 18 protons, obeys first-order (Hb) and myoglobin (Mb) (1, 2) suggest that the equilib-kinetics and experiences a 10 to 104 exchange-rate increase rium structures do not possess channels large enough to in oxy relative to deoxy Hb A. Some of these residues are permit ligand entry to and exit from the heme cavity. In the putatively co-localized along with H helix of the protein case of Mb, theoretical calculations (3) have shown that (11) . So far only one set of labile protons along the F-FG high frequency side chain and skeletal motions modulate y the barrier to 02 penetration and allow rationalization of hydrogen (H) exchange methods (12) . Nevertheless, the the observed data. Thus the dynamics, as well as the data are interpreted to support the local unfolding model structure of a protein, are likely to be relevant to its and to substantiate the plausibility of certain cooperativefunction (4, 5) . One of the most powerful methods for ity models that detail the free-energy relationship assostudying rapid structural fluctuations in a protein is the ciated with Hb's allosteric transition (7-9, 11, 12) . observation of the exchange behavior of labile protons,
The 'H/3H exchange studies have the advantage of which are buried in the protein interior (6, 7). The tran-probing a large distribution of protons, but suffer from sient unfolding is a rapid but improbable event, and the problems in analyzing the distribution of rates and in resulting slow isotope exchange rates can be taken as a localizing the labile subsets of protons Thus only one measure of the local dynamic stability (4-7). subset of protons in one subunit of Hb A has been localized
The dominant isotope exchange work on Hb A has by meticulous proteolytic cleavage (12) . Even though 'H involved 'H/3H exchange of sites with exchange lifetimes NMR cannot readily detect a significant number of profrom 102-105 s. The cumulative work with the hydrogen tons in such a large molecule, it does offer the advantage of exchange characteristics of Hb A has clearly demonstrated ready assignment of the labile protons that are located in that several subsets of residues are sensitive to the quarter-the heme activity (13) (14) (15) (16) , the precise place where we nary state (tense [T] or relaxed [R] ) and manifest would like to measure the structural fluctuations. For and 64 parts per million (ppm) that, according to studies peaks were referenced to the residual water line that, in turn, was on models (14) and on Hb valency hybrids (15) and calibrated against 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate, DSS. mutants (15, 16) Each spectrum was collected with 2,000-5,000 scans. The residual sive set of protons in the 1 subunit along the F-FG helix solvent resonance was reduced with a 60-ms presaturation pulse. All (12) exchange of the His F8 ring NHs have not been determined, the large increase in exchange rate in HbO2 relative to deoxy Hb, by a factor comparable with that reported for a subset of protons by Englander et al. (9) (10) (11) (12) , indicates that not only are these protons directly in the heme cavity allosterically responsive, but the ,B subunit NH may belong to the same subset characterized by 'H-3H exchange (12) . Differences in proximal histidyl NH exchange rates have been shown to be interpretable in terms of the differential overall rigidity of the heme pocket in monomeric heme proteins (17) (18) (19) (20) . Assuming similar mechanisms of exchange for the two subunits, the relative exchange rates of the a and ,3 subunit His F8 ring NHs may be taken in support of significantly greater flexibility on the proximal side of the heme in the a than the ,3 subunit. This would be in contrast to ligand binding (22, 23) and reduction (24) rates that were found to be faster in the, subunits than in the a subunits.
We have demonstrated the utility of a simple and rapid 'H NMR method for monitoring exchange rates of labile protons directly in the heme environment in Hb A, and propose that this method may have general applicability for effectively examining the dynamic processes affecting the heme pocket in other hemoproteins. Additional work in this laboratory is underway to define the mechanisms of NH exchange in Hb A and to explore the general utility of this simple NMR probe for studying potentially allosterically responsive dynamic processes in mutant and modified Hbs.
